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INTEGRAL and HMXBs

Walter et al (2006)

Rodriguez et al. 2009; Corbet 1986

INTEGRAL revealed new classes 
of sgHMXB: Obscured and 
Supergiant Fast X-ray Transients

IGR J17252-3616

Walter et al. 2004 ; Liu et al. 2006 
(Liu et al. 2000)
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Stellar Winds
Castor, Abbot and Klein (1975): CAK
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Kudritzki & Puls 2000

Radiatively driven stellar winds

UV absorbed from ions (e.g. C, N, O) and 
momentum is transferred to the wind

CAK parameters are related to 
wind mass-loss rate and terminal velocity 
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Stellar Winds + X-ray source

Blondin et al. 1990, 1991
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20-40 keV 40-80 keV

IGR J17252-3616 

INTEGRAL 
from 2003-2009, 
exposure of ~ 3.5 Msec

P=9.742 days20-40 keV

Manousakis & Walter 2011,  A&A, 526, A62 
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Hydro simulations

Use of VH1 
(developed by J. Blondin at NCSU)

Radiatively driven stellar winds (CAK)
Low terminal velocity and moderate mass loss 

rate are required for large absorption. 

Parameters 
L*, R*, M*,T*              Derived from optical/IR
α                            Orbital solution
ρ0, CAK-α, CAK-k   Fixed from v∞ and Mw

ξcrit                                      Photoionisation model

Parameters for the wind disruption:
LX                           INTEGRAL/XMM obs.
MNS                         may vary (assumed 1.5 M⊙)

Grid of models for MNS, v∞, Mw
.

.

Manousakis, Walter, and Blondin 2012,  A&A, 547, A20 
ESA Press Release Nov. 9, 2012
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Hydro simulations

A. Manousakis et al.: Neutron star masses from hydrodynamical e!ects in obscured supergiant high mass X-ray binaries

(a) MX = 1.5 M! (b) MX = 1.7 M!

(c) MX = 1.9 M! (d) MX = 2.0 M!

Fig. 4. Density distribution (g cm"3; color bar) in the plane of the orbit after #3 orbits with a terminal velocity of !$ % 500 km s"1 and a mass-loss
rate Ṁw % 10"6 M! yr"1. The mass of the neutron star scales from 1.5 to 2.0 M!. See the text for more details. (This figure is available in color in
electronic form.)

when the donor star fills its Roche lobe. In classical and obscured
sgHMBs it is very likely that the evolved companion is close to
filling its Roche lobe. Therefore, tidal connection between the
two stars enhances the absorbing column density (Blondin et al.
1991).

Figure 5 shows the absorbing column density for various
wind terminal velocities. In these plots there is an indication that
for a combination of neutron star mass and binary separation we
sustain a roughly constant obscuration. Table 2 gives the "2 of
the simulation (from Fig. 5) accounting for both the error bars of
the data and temporal variations of the absorbing column den-
sity. The data can be represented by the model with a wind ter-
minal velocity, neutron star mass, and binary separation in the
range of 500"600 km s"1, 1.85"1.95 M!, and 1.74"1.75 R&,
respectively.

3.4. Statistical analysis of the X-ray light-curve

We have compared the observed X-ray light-curves of
IGR J17252"3616 with these derived from our simulations. The
observed light-curves of IGR J17252"3616 were obtained form
the INTEGRAL (Winkler et al. 2003) soft #-ray imager ISGRI
(Lebrun et al. 2003) in the energy range 20"60 keV using the
HEAVENS2 interface (Walter et al. 2010).

Light-curves were built using data from the source and
from a source free near-by region, using 1-h, 3-h, 6-h and

2 http://www.isdc.unige.ch/heavens

Table 2. The "2 for models for various neutron star masses, binary sep-
arations, and wind terminal velocities.

Model name "2

v5.0_ML10_A176_MN200 3.5
v5.0_ML10_A175_MN195 0.9
v5.0_ML10_A175_MN190 1.8
v5.0_ML10_A175_MN185 1.9
v5.0_ML10_A174_MN195 1.3
v5.0_ML10_A174_MN190 0.8
v5.0_ML10_A174_MN185 1.1
v5.0_ML10_A173_MN195 1.5
v5.0_ML10_A173_MN190 2.3
v5.0_ML10_A173_MN185 2.8
v5.5_ML10_A175_MN195 0.8
v6.0_ML10_A175_MN195 1.7
v6.5_ML10_A175_MN195 3.0
v5.5_ML10_A174_MN190 0.7
v6.0_ML10_A174_MN190 1.3
v6.5_ML10_A174_MN190 1.9
v5.5_ML10_A173_MN185 1.5
v6.0_ML10_A173_MN185 1.4
v6.5_ML10_A173_MN185 1.9

12-h time-bins and flux histograms were constructed. To achieve
a relatively narrow width for the background fluctuations and
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for a wind of 
v∞ = 500 km s-1 

Mw= 10-6 M⊙ yr-1

Mass of the NS can be constrained: MNS~1.8-2.1 M⊙
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EOS for neutron stars

IGR J17252-3616

Demorest et al. 2011
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• sim. accretion rate is LogNormal
• the observed LX as well
Other observed lognormal dist.:

- income in Switzerland
- GRB peak fluence (Li,1996)

- Coronal Mass Ejection (Aoki, 2004)

- X-ray flux of IRAS 13244 (Gaskell, 2004)

- X-ray flux of Cyg X-1 (Uttley, 2005)

- X-ray flux of BL Lac (Marsher, 2008)

- VHE emission of PKS 2155 (Degrange, 2008)

- X-ray flux of  Vela X-1 (Fuerst, 2010)
- airborne bacteria density
- size of crystals in ice creams
- age of marriage of Danish women
- duration of phone conversation
- farm size in England
- age of Alzeimer onset

Self-organized criticality (Bak et al. 1988)?!

Simulated vs Observed Lx
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Kreykenbohm et al. 2008

Vela X-1 : Data

~6820 s

Fürst et al. 2010

What is the origin of the 
off-states in Vela X-1?
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Vela X-1: simulations
Manousakis & Walter 2013, submitted A&A 

RBS
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Vela X-1: simulations

34 35 36 37
log L X

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

INTEGRAL 20-60 keV
RXTE 2-50 keV
Simulation

Variability amplitude matches the observations
Log-normal distribution similar to the observed ones
Bow-shock variability time-scale matches the observed oscillations 

NB: parameters are not tuned to match the observations
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Conclusions

‣Obscured HMXB can be understood with low wind 
velocities.

‣Comparison of hydrodynamic simulations with observations 
allows to constrain neutron star mass and orbital radius, 
independently of dynamical estimates.

‣Hydro-simulations produce log-normal distribution of the 
accretion rates and off-states (and flares).

‣Self-organized criticality of the accretion stream (?)
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Future Perspectives
More Realistic 
Stellar Winds

46 CHAPTER 4. STELLAR WINDS

4.5.2 Theoretical predictions

Applying a perturbation analysis to the CAK/Sobolev steady state wind, the radiatively
driven wind becomes highly unstable. The growth of perturbations with a length smaller
than �th/(d�/dr) creates small scale structures (Owocki 1994). These instabilities will
lead to the creation of shocks (Owocki, Castor & Rybicki 1988). Clumpy wind can a↵ect
the interpretation of observable quantities (e.g. Ṁ) by a factor of ⇠ 5� 10.

Figure 4.8 (left panel) illustrates the results of a 1D simulation, starting from an
initial condition set by a smooth, steady-state CAK/Sobolev model. Instabilities lead to
extensive structure in both velocity and density. In the outer wind, the velocity variations
become highly nonlinear, with amplitudes approaching 1000 km s�1, leading to formation
of strong shocks. For most of the wind mass, the dominant overall e↵ect of the instability
is to concentrate material into dense clumps, leading to a density contract up to 104�5.
The right panel of the same figure shows the resulting 2D density structure at fixed time
intervals of 4000 sec starting from the CAK initial condition at the top.

Figure 4.8: Left: Results of 1D simulation. The line plots show the spatial variation of
velocity (upper) and density (lower) at a xed, arbitrary time snapshot. The dashed curve
shows the corresponding smooth, steady CAK model. Right: For 2D simulation, grayscale
representation for the density variations rendered as a time sequence of 2-D wedges of the
simulation model azimuthal range�� = 12o stacked clockwise from the vertical in intervals
of 4000 sec from the CAK initial condition. Credit: Owocki (2004)

Figure 4.9 shows the e↵ect of clumping on spectral lines in O-star spectra (a clumping
factor of fcl =< ⇢2 > / < ⇢ >2= 50 was used in that model (Bouret, Lanz & Hillier
2005b)). The mass-loss rate derived in this example, assuming a clumpy wind, is reduced
by a factor of ⇠ 7, when compared to the value obtained assuming a smooth wind. In

general, mass loss estimates are reduced by f1/2
cl when clumpy wind are considered.

FLASH 3D AMR -> 
(more) realistic sim. 

FLASH center U. Chicago
A. Zdziarski          S. Owocki 

J. Sundqvist           B. Rudak           

Owocki 2004
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Thank you for your attention

Questions?


